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Abstract 
Relational Frame Theory (RFT) is a functional-analytic account of human language and 
cognition, including human psychopathology. The core premise of the theory is that language 
and cognition is composed of relational acts. Over the past 10 years, the theory has served to 
generate the development of a measure, known as the Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure, 
which was designed initially to provide a metric of the strength or persistence of relational 
responding. Although the IRAP provides a measure of implicit attitudes, we argue that it is time 
to refocus on its original purpose: measuring the strength of relational framing. This refocusing 
has already started to generate a new conceptual framework, which potentially will lead to 
improved functional specificity for behavior therapy. 
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Highlights 
1. Implicit attitudes sometimes predict clinical behaviors better than self-reports 
2. Relational Frame Theory generated the Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure 
3. The IRAP is recognized as a unique and successful measure of implicit attitudes 
4. The IRAP was originally designed to target the strength of relational responding 
5. Refocusing on the IRAP’s original purpose could be important for behavior therapy 
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From Relational Frame Theory to implicit attitudes and back again:  
Clarifying the link between RFT and IRAP research 
Introduction 
Psychological science faces two enduring questions: what to measure and how to 
measure it. The current article will discuss the contributions of behavioral psychology to both of 
these questions over the last 15 years. Specifically, we will clarify the link between the ongoing 
development of a modern behavioral account of language and cognition, Relational Frame 
Theory (RFT) [1], and the use of a class of methodologies known as implicit measures [2], which 
have been used to study complex human behavior, including psychopathology (hereafter referred 
to as psychological suffering).  
Relational Frame Theory 
As discussed by Guinther and Dougher elsewhere in this special issue [3], behavioral 
psychology has generated a range of behavioral principles (e.g. reinforcement, punishment, 
extinction, stimulus generalistion [4]) that have proven very useful in predicting-and-influencing 
the behavior of non-humans. However, it has been argued that these principles do not adequately 
account for the behavior of verbally-able humans [1]. The development of RFT provided a 
conceptual account of the phenomena that define language and higher cognition in verbally-able 
adult humans, including domains such as analogical reasoning, perspective taking, and 
psychological suffering [5].   
At the time of writing the original RFT “purple book”, the theory was at a stage of 
development where it could provide a conceptual account of many clinically relevant 
phenomena that existing behavioral principles could not (e.g., developing a phobia of an animal 
that the individual had never directly encountered) [1]. Furthermore, it allowed researchers to 
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model many of these behaviors within the laboratory (e.g. derived acquisition of spider fear via a 
respondent learning paradigm) [6]. However, our ability to capture verbal behavior (i.e., 
arbitrarily applicable relational responding) “in-flight”, as it is emitted by an individual, was 
relatively limited. Existing paradigms within behavioral psychology, such as matching-to-sample 
(MTS), provided a binary or dichotomous outcome. For example, an individual in a given study 
would either demonstrate the derived acquisition of fear of spiders (following training and 
testing with MTS) or he would not. This inevitably invited a binary or dichotomous way of 
thinking about relational framing itself. Rarely did we ask about the relative strength, probability, 
or persistence of relational responding.  
In an effort to break out of dichotomous ways of thinking about relational framing, some 
RFT researchers began a concerted effort to develop a new paradigm that was capable of 
capturing such “in flight” verbal behaviors. This resulted in the development of the Implicit 
Relational Assessment Procedure, which has led to a behaviorally oriented research program on 
implicit cognition per se (IRAP) [7]. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that our interest 
in expanding the basic RFT account of language and cognition, above and beyond implicit 
cognition, never waned during this process. Hence, the title of this article employs the metaphor 
of a return journey back to RFT.  
The development of implicit measures 
Around the time the “purple book” was being written, cognitive and social psychology 
developed and became interested in a class of methodologies referred to as implicit measures. 
Instead of explicitly asking individuals using self-report measures what they think, feel, believe, 
or intend, these computer-based behavioral measures infer attitudes and response biases from 
reaction times or other behavioral metrics [8]. For example, the most well known implicit 
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measure, the Implicit Association Test (IAT), requires individuals to pair images or words (e.g., 
white and black faces with positive and negative words) under time pressure and according to 
opposing rules across blocks of trials (e.g., block 1: black people - negative and white people - 
positive versus block 2: black people - positive and white people – negative) [9]. The average 
difference in milliseconds between the blocks represents a bias towards finding it “easier” to 
respond on one block relative to the other, and is thought to reveal an “implicit” attitude.  
An explosion of research using implicit measures quickly found that they often produced 
unexpected results that diverged from those obtained via self-report. For example, individuals 
who expressed overtly egalitarian views were nonetheless found to show biases on the IAT 
related to race, religion, age, nationality, gender, and sexuality [9-13]. More importantly, implicit 
biases were shown to increase researchers’ ability to predict future behavior above and beyond 
self-report measures. The basic argument is that implicit measures may be less sensitive to 
variables pertaining to social desirability and conscious awareness than standard self-reports, and 
thus account for increased variance. For example, the IAT has been shown to predict future 
voting patterns among individuals who explicitly report that they have not yet make up their 
minds [13], and also prediction of future self-harm and suicide attempts over and above existing 
self-report measures or personal or clinical estimations of risk [14,15]. 
The Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure 
Certainly, measures such as the IAT provide impressive predictions of socially and 
clinically relevant behavior. Nonetheless, it is critical to note here that our interest in implicit 
cognition came out of our interest in understanding the dynamics of arbitrarily applicable 
relational responding as it actually occurs. To this end, and inspired in part by the IAT, the 
second author sought to develop a measure that was capable of producing data on the relative 
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strength of individual relational responses. Nevertheless, the IRAP quickly emerged as a measure 
of implicit cognition, but one that differed from the IAT.   
Put simply, the two primary differences between the IRAP and the IAT are as follows: 
(1) the IAT produces a single metric of overall bias whereas the IRAP assesses individual 
relational responses, and (2) the IRAP is unique in that it can assess the relative strength of 
semantically-complex stimuli (i.e., relational networks over and above simple equivalence 
relations [16]). With regard to assessing individual relational responses, the IAT produces a 
single metric of overall bias, whereas the IRAP produces four metrics, one for each of the 
individual relational responses that are targeted by the measure (e.g., black people – positive, 
black people – negative, white people – positive, and white people – negative [17]). With regard 
to semantic complexity, the IAT is suited to assessing simple stimulus pairing, such as “self” or 
“others” with “positive” or “negative” [18], whereas the IRAP can be used to assess the relative 
strength of complex relations in, for example, “actual” versus “ideal” self-esteem (e.g., “I am – 
valuable” versus “I want to be – valuable” [19]. 
Since the development of the IRAP, RFT researchers have pursued a course similar to 
that of researchers using other implicit measures, such as the IAT. The properties of the method 
have been explored and refined [20], the dissociation between results obtained using explicit 
(self-report) and implicit measures has been explored [21], and, most importantly in the context 
of the current special issue, an increasing number of studies have examined the IRAP’s ability to 
shed light on a variety of clinically relevant phenomena [22]. For example, we have used the 
IRAP to detect attitudes related to the sexualization of children among sex offenders [23], predict 
of future cocaine relapses among individual in court-ordered rehabilitation programs [24*], 
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provide the first empirical support of cognitive behavior therapy models of disgust within OCD 
[25], and distinguish between epileptic and psychogenic nonepileptic seizures [26].  
Doubtless, such studies were pivotal in establishing the utility of the IRAP. Nonetheless, 
such research activities have, frankly, often served as somewhat of a distraction from the far 
more ambitious goal of advancing the RFT account of language, cognition, and psychological 
suffering itself. Recent conceptual developments that have emerged directly from the IRAP have, 
however, served to reorient us back to this broader scientific agenda. 
Contributions from implicit measures to the ongoing development of RFT 
The IRAP therefore provided a way to assess the relative strength of relational 
responding that was non-dichotomous. And, in developing and using the IRAP, so too did our 
thinking about relational responding become non-dichotomous. Whereas RFT had previously 
sought merely to demonstrate its basic units, such as relational frames, we had now reached a 
point where we were capable of asking questions about the dynamics and properties of that 
relational responding [27**]. To illustrate, rather than asking whether fear functions can be 
derived through a relational network, the research began to focus on questions concerning the 
extent to which fear responding differs across the first, the 100th or 1000th time it is derived. That 
is, we started to ask what determines whether a relational response is rapid or slow, or malleable 
or rigid, thus connecting more directly with the rather vague concept of “psychological flexibility” 
[28].  
Several properties of relational responding have been elaborated, such as the extent to 
which a particular pattern of relational responding has occurred in the past (“derivation”), the 
various ways in which patterns of relational responding may differ in terms of properties such as 
number of stimuli, relations, and varieties of contextual control (“complexity”), and the extent to 
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which a particular pattern of relational responding yields relatively consistent consequences 
(“coherence”). Certainly, these properties were first discussed in detail within the context of the 
IRAP and RFT’s account of implicit attitudes, the Relational Elaboration and Coherence (REC) 
model [7, 29]. However, our current and enduring focus goes far beyond a behavioral account of 
implicit cognition, to the construction of a framework for analyzing the operant units of 
arbitrarily applicable relational responding that characterize relatively simple to highly complex 
instances of human language and cognition, and thus psychological suffering. Specifically, 
recent conceptual advances have begun to consider how the three properties listed above, and 
others, such as fluency and levels of behavioral development, interact in a multi-dimensional 
multi-level manner [27**, 29]. The following section will elaborate the importance of this scope, 
which may not be apparent at first glance. 
Implications for Behavior Therapy 
Existing research has already demonstrated that RFT allows us to conceptualize many 
forms of psychological suffering as a natural - if undesirable - product of our ‘ability to language’ 
(e.g., anxiety and phobia [6], derived transfer of mood functions [30]), rather than the necessary 
and/or sole product of a fundamental mental or biological pathology (although, it is important to 
note that this does not in any way exclude biological variables from our analysis [31, 32]). 
Furthermore, RFT research has made many advances in modeling and unpacking the role of 
human language in psychological suffering within the laboratory (e.g., separating derived fear 
and avoidance [33**]; eliminating avoidance with therapeutic analogues [34**]; demonstrating 
derived thought suppression [35]; reactivity within depression [16]; disgust within OCD [25]; 
and ideal versus actual self-esteem within depression [19]).  
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We are hopeful that the ongoing development of RFT will serve to advance our ability to 
predict-and-influence behavior, particularly within the context of psychotherapeutic 
interventions. In our view, however, RFT currently specifies the core behavioral process at work 
(i.e., arbitrarily applicable relational responding [1]), but our understanding of the specific 
properties and dynamics of relational responding are not yet sufficiently advanced to the point 
where we can specify RFT-defined functional analytic therapeutic interventions (i.e., operations 
that target specific properties of relational responding). As an aside, we have recently argued 
that Acceptance and Commitment Therapy’s “middle-level terms” (e.g., defusion, self-as-context, 
etc. [36]) do not provide the level of functional specificity that we are seeking here [37*], as 
elaborated by McEnteggart and colleagues elsewhere in this special issue [38]. In fact, until this 
point is reached, we feel that there can be no legitimate claim to have created a so-called 
“relational frame therapy”. In fact, the concept of “relational frame therapy” is, to us, a 
misnomer, because behavioral principles may be applied equally in many contexts (e.g., 
education, psychotherapy, etc.) and within multiple approaches (e.g., CBT, ACT, DBT, etc.).  
Conclusion 
Some of the recent advances made within RFT research into psychological suffering have 
been a direct consequence of the development of an implicit measure and a conceptual analysis 
of that measure in terms of specific properties of relational responding (e.g., derivation, 
complexity, and coherence [29]). Nonetheless, our interest was never in implicit cognition per se, 
but instead we were seeking a deeper appreciation of the properties and dynamics of relational 
framing itself. We are hopeful that a richer understanding of relational framing, within a multi-
dimensional multi-level framework [27**], will aid us in bringing functional precision and 
specificity to behavior therapy. 
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